TRANSFORMING EDUCATION
Inspiration for Teachers and Students

Explore the many opportunities and resources to spark hands-on, informal learning in both students and educators for the 2022/2023 school year!
FIELD TRIPS
Inspire Students with a Day of Hands-on Learning and Fun
Discover interactive exhibits, art and programs at the Children’s Museum and MuseumLab with groups of 15 or more. Unguided field trips are ideal for small groups exploring the museum at their own pace. Guided field trips offer a customized experience with a Museum Educator. Focus field trips combine a guided visit with a hands-on workshop in art, making or STEM in a private classroom. Scholarships available. Book your visit today!

OUTREACH PROGRAMS
Bring the Children’s Museum to Your Classroom or Organization
Museum Educators present engaging, hands-on activities in art, making and STEM subjects designed to nurture creativity and curiosity and create meaningful connections to your curriculum. From carving stamps to building circuits to designing the city of the future, students use real tools and quality materials to solve problems, express their creativity and have fun. Programs are easily adapted for different age groups, settings and class periods.

PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Learn New Skills and Inspire Ideas through Art and Making
Our professional development offerings for educators provide opportunities to explore and collaborate with your peers in subjects such as creating a makerspace, exploring new technologies or using art and making to create more equitable learning spaces. Using approaches that reflect the latest research on effective adult learning, our staff helps you discover ideas and inspiration that fit with your teaching style and environment.

PROFESSIONAL MEMBERSHIP
Enjoy the Museum’s Exhibits and Resources All Year Long
Working artists, educators and museum professionals can gain access to the Children’s Museum’s and MuseumLab’s hands-on exhibits, programs and art installations all year long for one affordable price. Other benefits of a professional membership include discounts on professional educational programs, invitations to special events, a 15% discount in the Museum Store and opportunities for special bulk purchasing.

BUSINESS DEVELOPMENT SERVICES
Transform Your Educational Environment with Our Exhibits and Design
Bring hands-on experiences from the Children’s Museum and MuseumLab to your classroom or organization through the expertise and services of our Business Development team. Rent a Museum exhibit, buy exhibit components and furniture or use our design consulting to create spaces that inspire creativity and curiosity.

CONTACT US
education@pittsburghkids.org
pittsburghkids.org/learn/schools-educators